
SCORE ORDER PROJECT Part I: Woodwinds 


Find the Score Order playlists at Spotify.com> mr.kuhnlincoln 

The Pieces: 

1.  FLUTE  Bourée Anglaise for solo flute, from The Partita in A minor (Johann Sebastian Bach 
~1725)


A Bourée is a kind of dance step, and a Bourée Anglaise is an "English Bourée".  A solo piece 
was like this was probably not meant to be actually danced to, but it reflects the utilitarian roots 
of the classical music of this - the Baroque era.  The dance is a "courtly" dance, meant to show 
off a person's elegance and style.  It's a different kind of "swagger" than musicians tend to 
boast about today, but it was swagger nonetheless.  Listen to how the music introduces slow 
pauses that would allow the opportunity for the dancer's poised movements to "breathe".  


2.  PICCOLO Superscriptio for solo piccolo (Brian Ferneyhough - 1981)


Imagine this:  The first minute of this piece sounds like what music sounds like to a newborn 
baby...  Then, after a minute, it starts to sound like peppy little birds at this very time of year.   


The piccolo is literally, and exactly, half the size of a flute.  It plays the same notes as a flute, 
but it sounds an octave higher.  This "octave" is the eighth letter name higher, up the ever 
climbing ladder of letter names (ABCDEFGABCDEFGA...).  But if you put the notes in the right 
order, it can sound like what music must sound like to newborn babies... 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The Flute and the Piccolo



3. OBOE
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The composer Antal Doráti chose the solo oboe to illustrate the ancient story of The 
Grasshopper and the Ant.  Essentially, the story goes like this -  A Grasshopper frolicked 
while an Ant stored food for the winter. When winter came the Ant was comfortable; the 
Grasshopper not so. (fablesofaesop.com).  

The oboe has a distinctive sound that makes it strangely suitable for a story of insects 
talking to one another.  The player blows through two reeds that are lashed together with 
cord.  The sound is very natural but very arresting.  This sub-family of woodwind 
instruments, called "double-reeds", have a haunting, somewhat nasal timbre.  

On the Score Order playlist, listen to item #4, 
Joc cu bâtã, from Bartók's Roumanian Dances 
for Clarinet and Piano

The Clarinet is an astonishing instrument.  The low register, in which 
this piece starts, has a completely unique quality - woody, throaty, a bit 
mysterious.  But after the melody is played only once in this low 
"chalumeau" register, the instrument's other, higher register, called the 
clarion register, takes over.   

                   High: Clarion 

Low: Chalumeau

Bela Bartók is a fascinating genius composer of the early mid twentieth 
century who was also a musicologist and, as a young man traveled all over 
rural Eastern Europe collecting regional folk music.  His own arrangements 
of some of these melodies are brilliant on their own.  

4. CLARINET 

On the Score Order playlist, listen to item #3, from 5 pieces    
s1. La Cigale et la Fourmie (The Grasshopper and the Ant) (1980)



5-6. BASSOON





7. SAXOPHONE  
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As its name suggests (after all, the first four letters are b-a-s-s) the bassoon 
is a low-pitched member of the Woodwind family.  It is also, like the oboe, a 
"double-reed", with the distinct timbre that the two reeds strapped together 
gives them.  

As its name suggests (after all, the first four letters are b-a-s-s) the bassoon 
is a low-pitched member of the Woodwind family.  It is also, like the oboe, a 
"double-reed", with the distinct timbre that two reeds strapped together has.

The bassoon is represented twice on the Score Order playlist, in very 
different sorts of pieces.  We've been sampling a lot from both the Modern 
era and the Baroque Eras on the playlist so far.  Here we'll continue with 
that.   

You're now getting some experience hearing a variety of pieces from a 
particular period in music history.

On the Score Order playlist, listen to items #5, Blow (a modern piece)  and 	
	 #6) Spirituoso, From Telemann's 8th 	Fantasia for solo bassoon - Baroque

These terms may be familiar to you:  Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Baritone (or Bass).  
They refer to the different registers (or pitch levels) of the human voice.  In 
descending order, the highest female vocal register is Soprano, then Alto.  
Below that is the upper register of the male voice - the Tenor, and the lower 
male voice is the Baritone or Bass register. 

These same designations can be given to instruments, and the last woodwind 
instrument in score order comes in each of these sizes.  Our piece today is 
the final movement of Philip Glass's Concerto for Saxophone, played by the 
Raschèr Saxophone Quartet, which consists of a soprano saxophone, an alto 
saxophone, a tenor saxophone, and a baritone saxophone.

The saxophone is the youngest of 
the woodwind instruments, having been developed by Adolphus 
Sax in the 1840's.  In the twentieth century, it became the premier 
instrument of jazz improvisation, and we will certainly listen to jazz 
later on in our course.  In Glass's piece, though, we can hear how 
the different saxophones compare with each of the other woodwind 
instruments.  The soprano sax has a bit of the oboe's reediness, 
and the baritone shares the same quality with the bassoon.  The 
more even tone of alto sax equates more with the clarinet.  Yet each 
one is different, and together they form a fascinating quartet sound.

Eastern New Mexico University

Saxophone Quartet



8.  Wind Quintet - Four Woodwinds and a French Horn 

THE BRASS FAMILY 

9. Solo French Horn. Simultaneous Contrasts for Solo French Horn by James 
Yannatos (1987)
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On the Score Order playlist, listen to item #8, 
"Trois Pieces Brèves" (Three Short Pieces, for Wind 
Quintet by the French composer Jacques Ibert.

"Chipper".  Now there's an old school word - not a 
trending one, but a good one nonetheless.  As an 
adjective, it means sprightly, spirited, vivacious, cheery 
(Sp. animado, alegre).  The mood of this piece is 
certainly chipper, and it showcases what a lively blend 
of sounds the different woodwinds make together.  

In truth, although this ensemble is often called a "Woodwind Quintet", one of their number is not a 
woodwind at all, but is the first member of the Brass family to enter the Score Order list:  The French Horn.   

This piece, then, will serve as a bridge between the first two sections of the orchestra.  It will allow us to 
review the main orchestral woodwinds, hear them together, and introduce our first brass instrument, which 
we will listen to more on its own tomorrow.  As you listen to the Ibert, try to identify which instrument 
is in the foreground of the music.  It will be helpful to remember that score order generally reflects pitch 
or register from high to low:  Flute is generally higher than oboe, which is generally higher than clarinet, 
which is above the bassoon.  The French Horn, representing the beginning of the brass section, is listed 
below the bassoon. 

Part of Modernism is a "back to the drawing board" sense that artists of all kinds had, which 
included making them re-explore the raw materials of art.  One result of this was that 20th century 
classical composers wrote a lot of music for one (solo) instrument, in order to simply explore the 
raw sounds that the instrument could make.  The very title of this piece points towards the 
composer's exploration of the contrasting sounds that the French Horn can make.  The piece 
explores the instrument's upper and lower registers, and the muted, almost buzzing sound that the 
player can produce by moving the position of their right hand inside the bell of the instrument.  


Look closely at the picture of the French Horn above.  Technically, the hollow part of that long 
circling tube of metal is called the "bore" - literally, the hole that is bored in the metal.  There are 
basically two kinds of bore - cylindrical and conical.  Like a cone shape that starts small and gets 
wider and wider, the conical bore of the French Horn grows very, very slowly in shape.  This 
influences the shape of the sound wave that the horn emits, and is one of the crucial distinguishing 
qualities of the French Horn.  It has what might be described as a more "rounded" or "covered" 
sound than the cylindrical bore trumpet and trombone that we will consider next.  
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Excuse me, sir.  Are 
you Jason Derulo? That'd be me.  And who 

the humdyhum are you?

You teach, huh? This some kind 
of virtual classroom nonsense? 
Let me put a shirt on.Thank you, I appreciate that.  

Mr. Derulo, are you aware 
that on your 2013 song 
"Trumpets", there are no 
actual trumpets on the track?

10 - 11 Trumpet 

My name is Ted Kuhn.  I 
teach music in Yonkers.

Oh man...  You gonna come 
at me for that?  You sound 
more like a prosecutor than 
a teacher, mister.

Please answer the 
question, Mr. Derulo.

Yeah, of course I know that, 
you...  Hey, weren't you in 
that band "Old And In The 
Way"?

No, sir. But that band 
does exist, and they all 
play actual instruments 
quite well, Mr. Derulo.

So you want me to feel bad 
that I didn't give the work to 
some real trumpet players?

Employment is important, Mr. Derulo.  
But beyond that, as a person creating 
music that influences young people, 
don't you think it would be nice if 
they heard an actual trumpet when 
you sing about hearing trumpets?

I guess I got lazy.  I didn't know how 
to write out the music for real 
players.  And the record company 
was telling me I had to keep a lid on 
costs.  Using the synthesizer made 
those problems go away.

I appreciate your 
honesty, Mr. Derulo.  I 
really do.  And I 
appreciate you letting 
me put words in your 
mouth.

No problem.  Now I am starting to 
feel bad.I'm going to have my 

students listen to your 
track and then hear real 
trumpets on Earth Wind 
and Fire's "September". That's cold.  That's one of the hottest tracks of all 

time.  How you gonna do that to me?

They'll hear real violins, too.


